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a b s t r a c t

Bulk ultrafine-grained nickel specimens having grain sizes in the range of 0.25–5 �m were processed
by a spark plasma sintering method. The resulting microstructures were characterized by electron
backscattering diffraction, transmission electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction analysis. Compres-
sion tests were carried out at room temperature and at a strain rate of 1.6 × 10−4 s−1. It was found that
the fine-grained microstructure and the presence of NiO phase were the main strengthening factors in
eywords:
ickel
ltrafine-grains
park plasma sintering
icrostructure
echanical properties

the as-processed bulk materials. The contribution of the oxide phase to strengthening was even more
pronounced for lower grain sizes. This contribution was calculated as the difference between the mea-
sured strength and the value obtained from a Hall–Petch plot of oxide-free samples, and this yielded a
flow stress increment of about 635 MPa for the lowest grain size studied here. In addition, a transition
from work-hardening to -softening occurred for materials having a mean grain size smaller than about
300 nm and having boundaries that could have been weakened by the presence of a high amount of NiO
all–Petch relation phase.

. Introduction

It is well-known that nanocrystalline (NC) and ultrafine-grained
UFG) materials have superior mechanical strengths compared to
heir conventional coarse-grained (CG) counterparts [1–4]. There
re various processing techniques to fabricate these materials,
ncluding electrodeposition (ED) [5,6], severe plastic deformations
SPD) [2,7], powder metallurgy-based methods such as inert gas
ondensation (IGC) [1,8] and hot isostatic pressing (HIP) [3,4].
ecently, much attention has been paid to the novel spark plasma
intering (SPS) processing technique [9–11]. The most impor-
ant advantages of the SPS processing route compared to the HIP

ethod are the much shorter duration and the lower temperature
f the processing, which limit grain growth during consolidation
12].

UFG nickel (Ni) materials with high strengths and relatively
ood ductilities may have large-scale industrial applications, par-
icularly in microsystems [13–15] and in nuclear steam generators

16]. Such UFG Ni microstructures have been successfully processed
y SPD processing [17,18], ED processing in the form of sheets or
hin films [19,20], IGC [21], HIP [22,23] and recently by SPS [9,23] in
ulk form. For the specimens processed by SPS, the NiO secondary
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phase formed mainly due to powder handling in the consolidation
process may have a significant effect on the mechanical properties
such as the strength and ductility. Therefore, an in-depth study of
the relationship between the microstructure and mechanical prop-
erties of SPS-processed samples is necessary, as the disregard of the
effect of the oxide phase may lead to the wrong evaluation of the
grain size strengthening.

In the present study, the SPS technique is used to process
three different Ni microstructures from three types of Ni pow-
ders with nominal particle sizes of 50 nm, 100 nm and 5 �m. The
microstructure (grain size, grain size distribution, crystallographic
texture, defects) of the consolidated materials are characterized
and compared using different techniques such as electron backscat-
tering diffraction (EBSD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
and X-ray diffraction (XRD). The mechanical responses under
quasi-static compression tests at room temperature (RT), and the
strengthening mechanisms are discussed in accordance with the
microstructure characteristics and their evolutions upon strain-
ing.

2. Experimental procedures
High purity (∼99.99%) Ni nanopowders supplied by the
Argonide Corporation (Sanford, Florida) were obtained from the
electro-explosion of Ni wires [24,25]. Two nanopowders having
spherical particles with nominal sizes of about 50 and 100 nm, as

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09215093
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/msea
mailto:dirras@univ-paris13.fr
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.msea.2010.02.003
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Table 1
Sintering conditions and the density of the as-processed samples.

Initial powder [nm] SPS conditions Density [g/cm3] Relative density [%]

T [◦C] P [MPa] t [min]

SPS-A 50 500 150 1 8.40 94.47
SPS-B 100 500 150 1 8.50 95.53
SPS-C 100 500 100 4 8.37 94.00
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SPS-D 100 500 100
SPS-CG 5000 550 150

hown by former TEM investigations [26], were used. In the ini-
ial powders, the relative frequency of twin boundaries among the
1 1 1) lattice planes was about 2–3%, as determined from the twin-
pacings in the TEM images. An energy-filtered TEM investigation
howed the presence of an oxygen-containing phase forming a
nm thick layer on the particles’ surface. This phase was identi-
ed by X-ray diffraction as a face-centered cubic (fcc) NiO structure
23].

The powders were consolidated by SPS technique. The SPS pro-
edure was carried out using a Sumitomo S2080 apparatus, which is
ocated at the CNRS platform facility at CIRIMAT (Toulouse, France).
PS was performed in the temperature range of 500–550 ◦C, with
holding time of 1–4 min. The applied pressure was set between
00 and 150 MPa. Disks of 8 or 50 mm diameter and about 3 mm
hick were produced [9]. Table 1 summarizes the optimized pro-
essing parameters for the different samples: SPS-A, SPS (-B, -C
nd -D) and SPS-CG were consolidated from the powders having
ean particle sizes of 50 nm, 100 nm and 5 �m, respectively. Sam-

les SPS-B, -C and -D were sintered from the same powder but for
ifferent periods of time (see Table 1). The measurement of mass
ensity of the consolidated samples was performed in accordance
ith Archimedes’ principles using distilled water as the immersion
edium at room temperature.
The microstructure of the samples before and after deformation

as characterized by TEM, SEM and EBSD techniques. A JEOL-2011
lectron microscope operating at 200 kV was used for the TEM
nvestigations. Thin foils for TEM were prepared using a Gatan pre-
ision ion polishing system (PIPS), with a current of 0.5 mA and
voltage of 5 kV at starting angles of ±7◦. Grain boundaries of

pproximately 400 grains were depicted manually with IMAGE
OOL software using TEM bright field images to determine the grain
rea (A). The grain size was calculated as d =

√
4A/�. The relative

olume fraction of twinned grains was determined and the twin

pacing was also measured by TEM. The EBSD experiments were
arried out on a Leo S340 scanning electron microscope. Before
BSD analysis, samples were electropolished using an A2 elec-
ropolishing solution from Struers at a voltage of 12 V for 15 s. The
BSD investigations were carried out using a step size of 200 nm.

Fig. 1. The X-ray diffractograms of samples (a) SPS-A and (b) SPS-B consolidated from
2 8.61 96.75
1.5 8.70 98.00

The grain size and the grain boundary misorientation distributions
were determined using an orientation imaging microscopy (OIM)
software from TSL.

Prismatic samples with dimensions of 3 mm × 3 mm × 3 mm
were cut from the sintered materials for mechanical tests. An
Instron universal testing machine (model 1195) was used for the
uniaxial compressive tests at room temperature and at a strain rate
of 1.6 × 10−4 s−1. In addition, strain rate jump tests were also per-
formed within the strain rate range of 1.6 × 10−4–1.6 × 10−2 s−1 to
determine the strain rate sensitivity parameter, m, and the activa-
tion volume, v∗, of the rate-controlling deformation mechanism.
The yield strength at 0.2% offset was computed from the true
stress–true plastic strain curve.

3. Results

3.1. Microstructure

The measured and relative mass densities are listed in Table 1.
Sample SPS-CG exhibits the highest density among the five sam-
ples. The density of sample SPS-A, which was consolidated from the
50 nm powder, is the smallest. This can be attributed to the higher
NiO content of this sample, as confirmed by XRD investigations.
The X-ray diffractograms for samples SPS-A and SPS-B are shown in
Fig. 1. Besides the peak belonging to the Ni phase, additional peaks
related to the NiO phase are also present. In order to compare the
NiO phase content in the different samples, the intensity ratio of the
NiO and Ni peaks at 2� = 37.4◦ and 44.6◦, respectively, was deter-
mined and listed in Table 2. It is noticed that this ratio does not give
the NiO phase content in the sample. It is only proportional to the
volume fraction of the NiO phase, as previously discussed [23]. The
intensity ratios characterizing the oxide content in samples SPS-A,
-B, -C and -D were found to be 1.5, 0.9, 0.6 and 0.5%, respectively.

No significant amount of NiO phase was identified for sample
SPS-CG. At the same time, the intensity ratios characterizing the
oxide content in the initial powders having particle sizes of 50 and
100 nm were 1.2 and 0.5%, respectively. The difference between the
oxide contents obtained before and after sintering indicates that

initial powders with the nominal particle sizes of 50 and 100 nm, respectively.
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Table 2
Microstructural parameters of the as-processed samples. DTEM, DEBSD and Dpowder are the grain sizes determined by TEM and EBSD for the sintered samples, and for the initial
powders, respectively. ftwin is the relative fraction of the twinned grains. INiO/INi is the intensity ratio of NiO and Ni peaks at 2� = 37.4◦ and 44.6◦ , respectively, in the X-ray
diffractogram.

DTEM [nm] DEBSD [nm] DTEM/Dpowder ftwin [%] Twin spacing [nm] INiO/INi [%]

a
S
t
o
p

SPS-A 250 370 5
SPS-B 294 650 2.94
SPS-C 306 700 3.06
SPS-D 318 714 3.18
dditional NiO phase was formed during powder handling before
PS operation or during consolidation. Actually, before SPS opera-
ion, the capsule containing the powder was broken in air (SPS-B)
r in a controlled Argon atmosphere (SPS-C and SPS-D). This may
artially explain the lower oxide contents of samples SPS-C and -D.

Fig. 2. TEM images (a–d) and grain size distribution (e) of the bulk samp
16.7 35 1.5
17.8 30 0.9
17.6 39 0.6
17.0 38 0.5
In addition, it is noted that the smaller the particle size, the higher
the oxide content. This is due to the fact that a smaller particle has a
higher specific surface area. Consequently, the lower density of NiO
(6.67 g/cm3) compared to Ni (8.902 g/cm3) results in a decrease of
the relative density of the samples with increasing NiO content.

les processed by SPS. (a) SPS-A, (b) SPS-B, (c) SPS-C and (d) SPS-D.
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Fig. 3. An illustration of the distribution of the misorientation angles across the

(
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owever, sample SPS-C possesses a slightly lower relative mass
ensity (94%) compared to sample SPS-B (95.53%), despite its lower
xide content (0.6% for sample SPS-C compared to 0.9% for sample
PS-B). This is probably due to the density heterogeneity through
he sample, as the SPS-C disk has a larger diameter (50 mm) com-
ared to SPS-B (8 mm). In addition, a through-thickness density
eterogeneity has been reported in a previous work [9].

Fig. 2a–d shows TEM images of samples SPS-A, -B, -C and -D,
espectively. The microstructures consist of equiaxed grains and
anotwins. The relative fraction of twinned grains determined by
he TEM images is about 17%, and the average twin width is about
0 nm, regardless of the samples (see Table 2). The grain size distri-
utions determined by TEM for the different samples are presented

n Fig. 2e. The mean grain sizes for samples SPS-A, -B, -C and -
are 250, 294, 306 and 318 nm, respectively. It is found that the
ean grain size values for the consolidated samples are about 3–5

imes larger than the mean particle sizes in the initial powders
see Table 2), indicating that the high temperature consolidation
esulted in grain coarsening, in agreement with previous reports
10,27]. For samples SPS-B, -C and -D, the differences in the SPS
onditions result in detectable changes in the microstructure. For
nstance, it is observed that samples SPS-C and -D exhibit a higher
egree of grain coarsening than sample SPS-B. Quantitative mea-
urements show that the relative fractions of grains with sizes
arger than 200 nm are 64 and 46% for samples SPS-D and -B, respec-
ively (see Fig. 2e).

As reported in our previous works [4,22], the microstructure of
he as-processed samples is heterogeneous and consists of a matrix
f UFG grains and embedded micrometer-sized grains. Some of
hese coarse grains are subdivided into smaller grain blocks while
till keeping more or less their initial spherical shape. Addition-
lly, the microstructure exhibits a random crystallographic texture,
nd the fraction of high-angle grain boundaries (HAGBs) that have
isorientations higher than 15◦ is high (about 85%) as expected

rom the applied powder metallurgy processing route. Fig. 3a shows
he distributions of misorientation angles across the boundaries for
pecimens SPS-A and -D. A peak appears at an angle of 60◦ for both
amples, indicating the presence of �3 boundaries such as coher-
nt twin boundaries [23]. The presence of these twin boundaries is
onfirmed by the TEM investigations, as shown in Fig. 2, and also by
he XRD analysis reported in a recent investigation [9]. By dividing
he grain size distribution obtained by OIM into two parts contain-
ng the micrometer-sized grains (d ≥ 1 �m) and the ultrafine-grains
d < 1 �m), it is found that the area fraction of the micrometer-sized
rains in samples SPS-C and -D is higher (about 50% for both cases)
han that in specimen SPS-B (about 40%). The grain size distribu-
ions determined by OIM for specimens SPS-A and -D are presented
n Fig. 3b. The computed average grain sizes are 370, 650, 700 and
14 nm for samples SPS-A, -B, -C and -D, respectively (see also
able 2). These values are about 1.5–2 times larger than those deter-
ined by TEM, as in the EBSD scans the grains that are smaller than

he step size (200 nm) have not been counted.

.2. Mechanical properties

The bulk SPS-processed samples were tested under compression
ntil failure. The true stress–true plastic strain curves are shown in
ig. 4a. Mechanical characteristics such as the yield strength deter-
ined at 0.2% offset, the maximum compressive stress, the strain

t maximum stress, the plastic strain to failure and the work of
racture are listed in Table 3. It can be observed that:
(i) Sample SPS-A has the highest yield strength (1022 MPa), prob-
ably due to its highest oxide content and smallest grain size. At
the same time, its ductility is very low, as this sample already
failed at about 4% of plastic strain.
boundaries in samples SPS-A and SPS-D (a), the distribution of the grain sizes in
samples SPS-A and SPS-D measured by EBSD technique (b). See the text for more
details.

(ii) The yield strength and the ductility of sample SPS-B are about
1.5 times smaller and 5 times higher, respectively, than those
of sample SPS-A. This difference can be explained by the higher
fraction of large grains (see Fig. 2e) and the lower NiO content
in sample SPS-B compared to specimen SPS-A.

iii) As expected from their microstructure characteristics, the true
stress–plastic strain curves of samples SPS-C and -D are iden-
tical. The strain to failure is about 35%, due to the increase of
the fraction of micrometer-sized grains compared to samples
SPS-A and -B.

(iv) More generally, the yield strength values of samples SPS-B, -C
and -D are about 1.5 times smaller than that of sample SPS-A.
At the same time, these strength values are about 7 times larger
than that of sample SPS-CG. The lower strength of sample SPS-
CG is probably due to the larger grain size and the very small
amount of oxide phase within the consolidated sample.

Fig. 4b and c shows the work-hardening rate, �, plotted
against the applied stress. The work-hardening rate is defined as
� = (∂�/∂ε)ε, and it depends on the dislocation density, the strain
rate and temperature of deformation [28]. It can be observed that

a transition from work-hardening to work-softening occurs at the
maximum stresses of 1178 MPa (at ε = 0.01), 873 MPa (at ε = 0.035),
878 MPa (at ε = 0.28) and 880 MPa (at ε = 0.35) for samples SPS-A, -B,
-C and -D, respectively. As indicated in Fig. 4b and c, the values of the
linear work-softening rate are about 1500 and 460 MPa for samples
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Fig. 4. True stress–true plastic strain curves showing the room temperature compression behavior of the SPS-processed samples at a strain rate of 1.6 × 10−4 s−1 (a); evolution
of the hardening rate of samples SPS-A (b) and SPS-B, -C and -D (c).

Table 3
Mechanical characteristics of the HIP-processed [26] and SPS-processed materials.

HIP-A [26] HIP-B [26] HIP-CG [26] SPS-A SPS-B SPS-C SPS-D SPS-CG

Yield strength (MPa) 559 530 96 1022 682 660 659 95
Maximum stress (MPa) 784 789 566 1178 873 878 880 566
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Fig. 5 shows a comparison between the values of the strain rate
sensitivity parameter measured here and those reported in previ-
ous works [30–34]. The strain rate sensitivity for UFG fcc materials
has been found to be significantly higher than that of CG materi-

Table 4
The values of the strain rate sensitivity of the flow stress m and activation volume
v∗ (b3) measured at RT for the samples having different grain sizes.

SPS-A SPS-B SPS-D SPS-CG
Strain at maximum stress 0.22 0.34 0.46
Failure plastic strain 0.22 0.34 >0.5
WoF (MJ/m3) 153.76 240.01 225

PS-A and -B, respectively. The � vs. stress curves for samples SPS-
and -D exhibit only negligible softening. For example, in the case
f sample SPS-D, the transition from work-hardening to softening
s very remote and occurs at the strain of 35%, which is close to the
train at failure (36%) of that sample. Relatively long strain regimes
f softening are observed only for samples SPS-A and -B, where the
rain size is the smallest and the NiO content is the largest among
he five specimens studied here. Moreover, the lower the mean
rain size and higher the NiO content, the lower the strain at which
he transition from hardening to softening occurs. Therefore, this
ransition is probably associated with the grain boundary response
e.g. grain boundary decohesion) to the imposed strain during the
ompression test.

The work of fracture (WoF) of the SPS-processed samples was
lso determined from the compression tests. This quantity gives
he plastic work exerted until fracture, corresponding to the area
nder the stress–strain curve, and characterizes the toughness of
he material [29]. The WoF values for samples SPS-C and -D are

uch larger than that of samples SPS-A and -B (see Table 3). Indeed,
he WoF values for samples SPS-C and -D are close to each other, and
hey are about 7 and 1.6 times higher than the values for samples

PS-A and -B, respectively. This can mainly be attributed to the
arger compressive ductility (defined here as the strain at failure
uring the compression test) of samples SPS-C and -D. The results
learly reveal the enhanced damage tolerant capability of samples
PS-C and -D.
0.01 0.035 0.28 0.35 0.46
0.04 0.21 0.33 0.36 >0.5

43.35 183.86 281.66 301.06 211

3.2.1. The strain rate sensitivity of the flow stress and the
activation volume

The strain rate sensitivity m = ∂ ln �/∂ ln ε̇ and the apparent
activation volume v∗ = kBT(∂ ln ε̇/∂ ln �)T were determined by
strain rate jump tests in the strain rate regime from 1.6 × 10−4 to
1.6 × 10−2 s−1 at RT. The measured values of m and v∗ for the differ-
ent samples are shown in Table 4. The results show that m increases
and v∗ decreases with decreasing grain size, in agreement with
previous reports (e.g. [30]). The value of m varies from 0.0086 (in
the case of sample SPS-A) to 0.005 (for specimen SPS-CG), and the
corresponding activation volumes are 61 and 213 b3, respectively.
Grain size 250 nm 294 nm 318 nm 50 �m
m 0.0086a 0.0077a,b 0.0069b 0.005b

v∗ (b3) 61.35 61.83 78.49 212.86

a Measured in compression testing at two different constant strain rates.
b Measured in strain rate jump tests.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the grain size dependence of the strain rate sensitivity for
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with increasing strain (Fig. 6b). In addition, it was observed in a
previous work [23] that upon straining, cracks occurred mainly at

F
b

F
b
s
o

he SPS-processed samples studied here and for the data taken from the literature
Schwaiger et al. [31], Dalla Torre et al. [32], Wang and Ma [30], Gray et al. [33], Gu
t al. [34]).

ls, and it has been between the values typical for grain boundary
liding and mutual dislocation trapping. Actually, a relatively high
alue of strain rate sensitivity (m = 0.02) has been obtained for NC
i [32], and the operation of both grain boundary dislocation activ-

ty and grain boundary sliding has been suggested. In the present
tudy, the measured activation volumes appear too high for reflect-
ng a deformation mechanism involving grain boundary sliding.
ndeed, the measured activation volume for the material having

he smallest grain size (SPS-A) is 61 b3, which is higher than that of
C Ni (50 b3) [28]. Therefore, in the case of UFG Ni studied here, the
eformation mechanisms are related rather to the activity of lat-
ice dislocations and their interactions with grain boundaries and

ig. 6. SEM micrographs showing the surface of sample SPS-B deformed by compression a
y black lines is indicated in (a), and numerous slip bands are observed in (b). The arrows

ig. 7. EBSD boundary map for sample SPS-B after plastic deformation at a strain of 10%. Th
etween 2◦ and 15◦ and the high-angle grain boundaries with larger misorientations, resp
ample SPS-B in the initial state and after deformation (b). (For interpretation of the refer
f the article.)
ineering A 527 (2010) 3227–3235

other obstacles. The higher concentration of glide obstacles (such
as forest dislocations, oxide particles and grain boundaries) with
decreasing grain size may reduce the activation area for disloca-
tions motion, which is the area swept by a dislocation overcoming
obstacles in its course. As in the case of dislocations, the activation
volume is the product of the activation area and the Burgers vector;
therefore, the smaller the activation area, the smaller the activation
volume.

3.3. Deformed microstructure

The microstructures of the different materials after compres-
sion tests at RT were characterized by combining SEM and EBSD
investigations. The results are presented in the following.

3.3.1. Surface of the deformed samples studied by SEM
Fig. 6a and b shows SEM images of the surface of sample SPS-B

deformed up to the strain values of 7 and 10%, respectively. The
black arrows (in Fig. 6a) indicate the loading axis. In Fig. 6a, a shear
band (indicated by two black lines) is observed that formed along
the maximum shear stress planes and is inclined at an angle of
approximately ∼50◦ to the compression axis. It can also be seen
that the deformed microstructure of the UFG Ni is heterogeneous
and that the number of shear bands increases with the increase of
plastic strain, as shown in Fig. 6b. The operation of shear bands is
clearly evidenced by the displacement of scratches formed during
the polishing of the sample, the concentration of which increases
the boundaries of large grains located within the shear bands. The
concentration and length of these cracks increased with increasing
strain. This may very well explain the softening of sample SPS-B
during the quasi-static compression tests at RT.

t RT and at strains of about 7% (a) and 10% (b). A macroscopic shear band delineated
in (a) indicate the compression direction.

e red and black lines represent the low-angle grain boundaries with misorientations
ectively (a); the distribution of the misorientation angles across the boundaries in

ences to color in the citation of this figure, the reader is referred to the web version
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The contribution of grain refinement to the strength of mate-
rials can be expressed by the empirical Hall–Petch relationship
[35,36]. It is generally accepted that for conventional polycrystals
with micrometer-sized grains, the yield strength of polycrystalline
materials is proportional to the inverse square root of the mean
Fig. 8. SEM micrographs showing macroscopic cracks on the lateral

.3.2. Surface of the deformed samples analyzed by EBSD
Fig. 7a illustrates the microstructure of sample SPS-B at a com-

ressive strain of about 10%. It is noted that the change of the shape
f CG grains is more significant than that of UFG grains. This can be
xplained by a localized deformation occurring in the vicinity of
he softer CG regions. In Fig. 7a, the red and black lines represent
he LAGBs (low-angle grain boundaries) and HAGBs, respectively.
he distributions of the misorientation angles for sample SPS-B
efore and after compression are compared in Fig. 7b. For the as-
rocessed sample, there is a peak at approximately 60◦, which is
ttributed to �3 coincident-site lattice twin boundaries. After 10%
lastic strain, the �3 peak disappears, indicating the reduction of
he relative frequency of twin boundaries. At the same time, an
ncrease of the fraction of LAGBs is observed. The untwinning and
he increase of the fraction of LAGBs can be explained by the activity
f dislocations.

.3.3. Fracture behavior
After the compression test, it is observed that the majority of

PS-processed samples splits into two parts. The fractured surfaces
ere inclined at an angle of about 45–60◦ to the compression axis,

s shown in Fig. 8a taken on sample SPS-B. This angle corresponds
o the inclination angle of shear bands to the compression axis as
escribed above. In addition, Fig. 8b shows that while microvoids
an be observed in some areas, a large fraction of the surface
ppears to be smooth without microvoids or cavities, which are
haracteristics of a ductile fracture. Therefore, the failure of the
amples studied here occurred mainly by a brittle-like fracture,
ost probably along grain boundaries (GBs; intergranular fracture),

n agreement with the report of Cao et al. [4].

. Discussion

.1. UFG Ni consolidated by two different powder metallurgy
outes

In order to evaluate the influence of processing route on the
echanical properties of UFG Ni samples, the true stress–plastic

train curves of the SPS-processed samples were compared with
hose of HIP-processed samples. These HIP-processed samples
ere consolidated from the same powders as those used for the

PS samples. The HIP-processed samples consolidated from the 50
nd 100 nm Ni powders yielded average grain sizes of about 333 and
03 nm (measured by TEM), respectively. These samples were des-

gnated as HIP-A and HIP-B, respectively. The samples consolidated
y HIP had lower oxide contents compared to the SPS-processed

amples studied here [23]. It was revealed [23] that the oxide con-
ents of the HIP-processed samples were the same as those of the
nitial powders (1.2 and 0.5% for the powders having particle sizes of
0 and 100 nm, respectively), indicating that additional NiO was not
ormed during the HIP procedure. A more detailed description of
e (a), and the structure of the fractured surface for sample SPS-B (b).

the microstructure of the HIP-processed samples can also be found
in a recent work [26].

Fig. 9 shows the true stress vs. plastic strain curves obtained by
compression at a strain rate of 1.6 × 10−4 s−1 and at RT for three
specimens processed by HIP and having different grain sizes [26].
All of the HIP-processed samples exhibited work-hardening up to a
large plastic strain value, in contrast to the SPS-processed samples,
thus showing that different degrees of work-softening depend on
the grain size (therefore on the mean particle size in the initial pow-
der). The smaller the particle size in the initial powder, the higher
the amount of NiO phase in the SPS-processed samples. Most proba-
bly, the oxide phase localized within GBs and triple junctions during
sintering [23]. EBSD investigations showed that GBs are intensely
involved in plastic deformation. Therefore, the deposition of oxide
dispersions within the boundaries or triple junctions might weaken
these boundaries and result in softening due to intergranular fail-
ure. At the same time, the HIP-processing was carried out under a
controlled Ar atmosphere, thereby reducing the oxide content of
the samples consolidated by this procedure.

To further study the effect of both grain size and oxide content
on the strengthening, the mechanical characteristics of the HIP-
processed samples were also investigated, as listed in Table 3. The
plastic strain at failure for sample HIP-B was close to the values
obtained for samples SPS-C and D processed from the same powder.

4.2. Effect of the oxide content on the strength of UFG nickel
Fig. 9. Room temperature compression behavior of HIP-processed Ni samples taken
from Ref. [26] (HIP-A: 333 nm; HIP-B: 403 nm; HIP-CG: 5 �m).
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[17] N. Krasilnikov, W. Lojkowski, Z. Pakiela, R. Valiev, Mater. Sci. Eng. A 397 (2005)
ig. 10. Hall–Petch relation for nickel fabricated by different processing routes. The
olid line represents a linear fit on data taken from Refs. [37] and [5].

rain size, i.e., � = �0 + kD−1/2, where � is the yield strength, �0 is the
riction stress, k is a constant referred to as Hall–Petch slope and D
s the mean grain size. Fig. 10 shows the Hall–Petch plot of the data
ublished in the literature [5,17,26,37] and obtained in the present
tudy. The data taken from Refs. [5] and [37], where the samples
ere processed by ED, can be fitted well by a Hall–Petch relation-

hip with �0 = 37 MPa and k = 5538 nm1/2. At the same time, Fig. 10
hows that the data taken from Ref. [17] strongly deviate from
he Hall–Petch behavior. Based on a previous analysis by Hughes
nd Hansen [38], the authors Krasilnikov et al. [17] attributed the
bserved behavior to an additional strengthening effect introduced
y the presence of substructures, such as geometrically necessary
oundaries and trapped lattice dislocations, in the vicinity of grains
oundaries. These substructures were formed due to the SPD pro-
essing routes, which is not the case for ED, HIP and SPS processing
ethods. Nevertheless, for the samples processed by HIP [26] and

PS (red symbols in Fig. 10), a deviation from the Hall–Petch behav-
or was also observed. This deviation was even more pronounced
or the SPS-processed samples and particularly for the sample pro-
essed from the powder having the smallest particle size (SPS-A).
his effect is most probably due to the higher oxide content at lower
rain sizes, whose origin was discussed above. Assuming a simple
inear addition of the strength contributions from the grain size
nd the oxide particles, the oxide strengthening can be estimated
y subtracting the strength contribution of the grain size from the
xperimental yield strength. The strength caused by the grain size
an be approximated from the Hall–Petch relationship obtained
or the oxide-free samples processed by ED (see Fig. 10). This
alculation gives the contribution of the oxide phase to strength
s: ��SPS-A = 635 MPa, ��SPS-B = 322 MPa, ��SPS-C = 306 MPa and
�SPS-D = 311 MPa for samples SPS-A, -B, -C and -D, respectively.
Assuming that the contribution of oxide dispersoids to the

trength is proportional to the oxide content determined by XRD,
he data obtained for sample SPS-A suggested that an oxide con-
ent of 1% would induce an increase in the strength of about
23 MPa. Using the values of oxide content listed in Table 2,
ne would expect about ��SPS-B = 381 MPa, ��SPS-C = 254 MPa and
�SPS-D = 211 MPa for samples SPS-B, -C and -D, respectively. The

eviation of these values from the experimentally determined
trength contributions of the oxide phase can be attributed to the
act that the strengthening effect of oxide particles depends not
nly on their volume fraction but also on their size, which may

e different for the various SPS-processed samples. It can be con-
luded that the strength contribution of the oxide content may
ead to a deviation from the Hall–Petch relationship, which will no
onger solely reflect the grain size effect. In accordance with pre-

[

[

ineering A 527 (2010) 3227–3235

vious observations [17], the present results also suggest that the
deviations observed in the Hall–Petch plots proposed in the liter-
ature are mainly due to the differences in the processing routes,
which may induce differences in the microstructure. The influence
of oxide content on the yield strength of metallic materials has been
also emphasized in previous works [10,39].

5. Conclusions

Near fully dense, ultrafine-grained Ni samples with different
average grain sizes were successfully consolidated using spark
plasma sintering and were mechanically tested in quasi-static com-
pressive test conditions at RT. It was observed that:

(i) A transition in the strain hardening behavior, from work-
hardening to work-softening occurs, for the SPS-processed
materials having a mean grain size smaller than about 300 nm.
This transition corresponds to a change in the deformation
mode from homogeneous deformation to strain localization
in shear bands. The softening is attributed to crack formation
inside the shear bands, most probably as a consequence of the
high-flow stress level and the weak boundary strength due to
the presence of an oxide phase.

(ii) The yield strength measured at RT does not follow the
Hall–Petch law, as a consequence of the presence of the oxide
phase, whose strengthening effect superimposes to the contri-
bution of the grain size.

(iii) The measured strain rate sensitivity parameter and the corre-
sponding activation volume of the UFG Ni samples suggest that
lattice dislocations and their interactions with grain bound-
aries and other obstacles, such as oxide dispersoids, mainly
control the deformation.
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